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Inter- and intra-plant SC length variation in
Crepis capilaris
D. DE AZKUE & G. H. JONES

School of Biological Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, U.K.

Synaptonemal complexes (SCs) were measured in large samples (16—31) of pachytene nuclei from
five different plants of Crepis capillaris, with the aim of conducting a systematic study of intra-plant
and interplant SC length variation. Individual plants showed considerable variation in SC length
among cells (average range= 1.83x), which is presumed to reflect stage-related differences in
chromosome and SC length during pachytene. The five plants selected for study showed highly
significant differences in SC length. These differences are interpreted as real differences in the
means and ranges of SC lengths in different genotypes rather than, for example, sampling effects.
Mean SC lengths at pachytene and mean chiasma frequencies at metaphase I show signs of being
positively related, but the correlation is statistically non-significant, indicating a need for more
extensive study.
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Introduction

Since its original discovery almost 40 years ago
(Moses, 1956; Fawcett, 1956) the synaptonemal
complex (SC) has been the subject of extensive investi-
gation and characterization, initially at the ultrastructu-
ral level and, more recently, at the molecular level
(Heyting et al., 1987). With the introduction of
methods for analysing entire nuclear complements of
SCs by three-dimensional reconstruction from serial
sections and later by surface-spreading procedures, SC
length measurements have become relatively routine
and are widely reported in the literature (reviewed by
Von Wettstein et a!., 1984). SC length variation is of
interest from a number of different perspectives. Des-
pite the marked evolutionary conservation of SC ultra-
structure, average SC length varies enormously across
the phylogenetic range of eukaryotes, and there is con-
siderable interest in relating this inter-specific variation
to differences in genome size and genome composition
with the aim of better understanding the quantitative
and qualitative nature of the SC—genome interaction
(e.g. Gillies, 1984; Anderson, eta!., 1985).

Relatively less direct attention has been paid to the
analysis of intra-specific SC length variation. Although
SC length measurements are widely reported, most
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accounts are relatively brief and superficial and, apart
from a few studies, the extent and significance of SC
length variation among and within individuals of parti-
cular species have not been systematically investigated.
The majority of published accounts are uninformative
in this respect because of low sample sizes (i.e. low
numbers of nuclei analysed) or because the grouping of
data from different individuals obscures any inter-
individual differences which might exist. In a few some-
what exceptional situations, however, some quite
marked intraspecific SC length variations have been
reported. These concern the effects of sex differences
(e.g. Bojko, 1985; Wallace & Hulten, 1985; Jones &
Croft, 1989) or supernumerary (B) chromosomes
(Jones et a!., 1989) which, in some cases at least, are
associated with pronounced differences in average SC
lengths and with substantial correlated differences in
recombination frequencies.

The present study sets out to investigate and analyse
SC length variation, unrelated to sex differences or B
chromosomes, in normal diploid natural-population
plants of the cytogenetically favourable species, Crepis
capillaris. It is addressed particularly to characterizing
the cell-to-cell variation in SC length which exists
within individual plants, and also to investigating
whether significant differences in average SC length
occur among different plants. A supplementary aim is
to investigate whether such inter-individual SC length
variation (if present) is correlated with variation in
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chiasma frequency. The use and value of SC data for
karyotyping will be discussed separately in a future
paper.

Materials and methods

All five plants of Crepis capillaris used in this study
were recently derived from natural population collec-
tions. Plants 1—4 were grown from achenes collected
from a natural population on Bredon Hill, South
Worcestershire, while Plant 5 was a second generation
derivative of a natural population growing on the
campus of the University of Birmingham. While, there-
fore, being fairly representative of natural population
material, these plants cannot be claimed to be a
random sample or cross-section of natural populations
because they were deliberately chosen, on the basis of
cytological screening, to give a wide range of mean
chiasma frequencies.

The plants were overwintered as rosettes and
flowered during the following spring.

Surface-spreading of SCs

The surface spreading procedure used was basically
that described by Jones et a!. (1989) with some modifi-
cations. Six to seven immature florets containing pollen
mother cells judged to be in early prophase I of meiosis
were gently tapped out in one drop of digestion
medium (0.1 g snail gut enzyme [cytohelicase], 0.250 g

polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 0.38 g sucrose, in 25 ml
distilled water) in a cavity slide, and left for 3—4 mm.
Single small drops of this suspension were then trans-
ferred onto single drops of detergent solution (1 per
cent Lipsol) on plastic-coated and glow-discharged
glass slides. After 5—6 mm, two drops of paraformalde-
hyde fixative were added, and the slides were then
dried at 25—30°C on a hotplate for not less than six
hours, rinsed in distilled water and air dried. For silver
staining, a few drops of 50 per cent AgNO3 solution
were placed onto slides, that were then covered with
patches of nylon gauze and incubated in a moisture
chamber at 60°C for 60 mm. Suitably spread nuclei
were identified by bright field light microscopy and
their positions on the slide marked with a fine pen. The
plastic film was cut with a sharp blade and floated off
the slides onto a clean water surface. Electron micro-
scope grids were carefully placed over spread nuclei on
the film, picked up from below onto steel meshes, and
carefully dried. Suitably spread and stained nuclei were
examined and photographed in a Philips EM3O 1 or in
a JEOL 1 200EX electron microscope. Measurements
of SCs were made from enlarged photographic prints
(Fig. 1), using a Summagraphics digitizing tablet linked
to a BBC microcomputer.

Chiasma analysis

Chiasma frequencies were scored from orcein stained
squash preparations of 40 metaphase I pollen mother
cells (p.m.c.) per plant.

Fig. 1 Electron micrograph of a sur-
face-spread and silver stained pachy-
tene nucleus of Crepis capillaris
showing the typical appearance of three
SCs (labelled A,C,D). The D SC is
associated terminally with a prominent
nucleolus (N). Magnmfication= X6176.
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Results and discussion

Total nuclear SC lengths were measured in as many
pachytene nuclei (Fig. 1) as possible in each of the five
plants selected for study. For the purposes of this study,
and in order to maximize the numbers of nuclei per
plant, total SC lengths were measured from some
nuclei (13 in total) in which detailed identification of
the three different SCs was not possible due to one or
more regions of unresolvable tangles or overlaps.
Nuclei in which SCs were obviously stretched or
distorted were excluded. The total numbers of
measured pachytenes ranged from 16 to 31 in different
plants totalling 105 nuclei altogether (Table 1).

Intra-plant variation in SC length

All five plants show considerable ranges of total pachy-
tene SC lengths, varying from 1.64x in Plant 5 to 2.09x
in Plant 1. The average range of within plant SC
lengths over all five plants is 1.83x, whereas the total
range of observed SC lengths over all five plants is
2.53x. These ranges are similar to those observed in a

Table 1 A summary of SC length data for five different
plants of Crepis capillaris

Plant
Mean SC
length s.d. n Range

1 140.95 20.48 22 100.87—210.74(2.09x)
2 141.28 22.01 18 114.21—199.75 (1.75x)
3 169.89 18.60 31 130.57—223.16(1.71x)
4 161.56 31.42 18 123.96—241.71(1.95x)
5 203.28 23.57 16 154.94—254.85(1.64x)

wide diversity of other organisms (Table 2) suggesting
that they reflect some fundamental aspect of meiotic
chromosome behaviour. However, relatively few direct
comparisons with published intra-individual SC length
variations are possible because of the common prac-
tice, in many studies, of pooling or grouping observa-
tions from different individuals. In some but apparently
not all studies this appears to have been carried out to
compensate for the low numbers of nuclei analysed per
individual. In those few published cases where SC
lengths are given separately for different individuals,
similar ranges of SC lengths were observed to those
found in individuals of Crepis capillaris (Holm &
Rasmussen, 1977; Croft, 1984; Gillies & Cowan,
1985; deJong etal., 1989).

Anderson et a!. (1985) argued that the range of SC
lengths observed in several Angiosperm plant species
were mainly a reflection of stage-related differences in
chromosome length during pachytene and considered
that technical causes, such as physical stretching of SCs
during preparation, were relatively unimportant. Since
most workers introduce precautions to avoid including
nuclei affected by technical artefacts of the spreading
procedure this conclusion is probably generally appli-
cable, but the possibility of some variation due to
stretching cannot be excluded. Progressive variation in
SC length during pachytene has been carefully
analysed in sectioned Drosophila oocytes (Carpenter,
1979) making use of the developmental progression
and ordering of cysts within germaria. This study
recorded a 1 .8x range of SC lengths among pachytene
oocytes and also concluded that SC lengths initially
decreased during early to mid pachytene before
extending again during late pachytene. A similar
pattern of change in SC length was described in
hamster spermatocytes, where sub-stages of pachytene

Table 2 A summary of published data on SC length variation. SS =surface spreading; 3DR =three-dimensional reconstruction;
n, = number of individuals; n, = numberof cells, presented as number of cells per individual where this is given

Species Method
Mean SC
length n1 n Range Reference

Homo sapiens 3DR 231 5 6,6,3,4,3 1.30x Holm&Rasmussen(1977)
Homo sapiens SS 258.7 3 22 1.36x Solari(1980)
Cricetulusgriseus SS 116.2 7 72 1.67x Moses etal.(1977)
Felis catus SS 207.6 2 6,7 1.71x Gillies & Cowan (1985)
Dendrocoelumlacteum 3DR 94.6 2 4,6 1.45x Jones&Croft(1989)
Zeamays SS 421 ? 14 1.85x Gillies(1981)

Lycopersicon esculentum SS 207.4 ? 100 1.94x Sherman & Stack (1992)
Triticumaestivum SS 1474 ? 20 1.65x Holm(1986)
Secalecereale SS 664.2 4 3,5,5,15 1.95x DeJongetal.(1989)

Liliumlongiflorum SS 3149 4 11,1,2,6 1.93x Stack etal.(1989)
Schizophyllum commune 3DR 23.2 ? 15 2.38x Carmi et al. (1978)
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were defined by changes in XY morphology (Moses et
a!., 1977). Many plant species lack objective criteria
for the reliable sub-staging of pachytene, but stage-
dependent alterations in SC length have nevertheless
been described or inferred in some plants. In tomato,
Stack & Anderson (1986) relied on features of SC
morphology, especially the appearance of the kineto-
chore to sub-stage pachytene. They found that the SCs
underwent a progressive shortening throughout pachy-
tene. In some other species where sub-staging is not
possible the extent of pachytene chromosome contrac-
tion can be judged by comparison of very late zygo-
tenes and very early diplotenes; in Zea mays for
example an overall reduction in length of 2.8x was
deduced by this means (Gillies, 1983). The ranges of
SC lengths observed in Crepis capillaris are similar to
those described in maize which supports the conten-
tion that the pachytene nuclei analysed in the present
study represent the entire range of pachytene.

The pattern of variability of SC lengths within the
five plants of Crepis capillaris is clearly evident from
the histograms in Fig. 2. While there are too few
observations to be able to examine the statistical pro-
perties of these distributions (e.g. normality), it is
nevertheless noticeable that all the plants display signs
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Fig. 2 Frequency histograms showing the range and distri-
bution of nuclear SC lengths in each of five different plants of
Crepis capillaris.

of distinctly skewed distributions of SC length with at
least one nucleus from each plant having exceptionally
long SCs. It is interesting that maize SCs show a
similarly skewed length distribution (Gullies, 1983).
Moses eta!. (1977) presented their data on SC lengths
in 72 hamster pachytene nuclei in a similar way. They
concluded that the distribution departed significantly
from normality and showed evidence of multiple
modes. However, since their histogram consisted of
grouped data from no less than seven different individ-
ual animals these features of the distribution could well
conceal significant inter-animal differences in SC
length.

Inter-plant SC length variation

Figure 2 reveals that although the different plants show
similar shaped distributions of SC length which overlap
to a considerable extent, the mean and modal SC
lengths of the different plants show quite substantial
differences. This is confirmed by an analysis of
variance, which shows that individual plants do in fact
differ significantly in SC length (yR4100 = 22.194,
P <0.001). Since Plant 5 was derived from a different
population than the other four plants, and has a
markedly higher chiasma frequency, the analysis of
variance was repeated excluding Plant 5. This analysis
shows that, even excluding Plant 5, the remaining four
plants (all derived from the same population) also
differ significantly in SC length (yR384 =7.304,
P<0.001). It was argued earlier that the nuclei
sampled from individual plants probably represented
the entire range of pachytene 'sub-stages'. This
supports the interpretation that the plants genuinely
differ in SC length and the differences detected are not
simply the result of sampling different sub-stages of
pachytene in different plants. The analysed nuclei, for
individual plants, come from several (12—36) different
florets prepared on between 2 and 6 different occa-
sions, which strengthens this argument still further.
This inter-plant variation is perhaps not surprising
considering that Crepis capillaris is a genetically
heterogeneous outbreeding species in the wild. Signifi-
cant inter-strain, as opposed to inter-individual, differ-
ences in SC length have been reported previously in
Zea mays (Gillies, 1983). Inter-individual SC length
variation is rather infrequently reported or even con-
sidered in the literature. Significant differences
between individuals are, however, reported from cats
(Gillies & Cowan, 1985) and also rye (de Jong et a!.,
1989) but the numbers of nuclei analysed per individ-
ual were relatively low in these studies (See Table 2).

This study give some notion of the variation in SC
length within individual plants and among plants drawn
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from natural populations. Although the numbers of
nuclei analysed from individual plants are high (16—31)
compared to many previous studies, the extensive
range of SC lengths within individual plants means that
even higher numbers of nuclei are required to com-
pletely characterize the intra-plant SC length distribu-
tion. Because the five plants selected for study were not
a random sample of population plants, the inter-plant
variation in SC length is not representative. However,
random samples of only five plants might show rela-
tively little variation, hence necessitating much larger
samples of plants and further escalating the scale of
such a study.

SC length variation in relation to chiasma frequency

The plants included in this study showed a range of
mean chiasma frequencies between 3.57 and 4.42 per
cell. These values are representative of the range of
mean cell chiasma frequencies observed in a large-scale
natural population survey of this species (Whitehouse
et al., 1981). Plotting these mean chiasma frequencies
against mean pachytene SC lengths (Fig. 3) reveals
evidence of a positive relationship of these variables.
However, the correlation coefficient, though positive
and large (r= + 0.781), is not significantly different
from zero (t(3)=2.165; P>0.1), one explanation for
which could be the relatively low number of plants in
this study.

At present, and until more extensive studies can be
carried out, there is only a tentative suggestion that
mean SC length may be correlated with mean chiasma
frequency in normal natural population plants of
Crepis capillaris. This suggestion is, however, interest-
ing and certainly merits further study as it is supported
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Fig. 3 Mean SC lengths of individual plants plotted against
mean metaphase I chiasma frequencies.

by indications from other studies for the existence of
such a relationship. However, these other studies, as
previously mentioned, involve special situations such
as sex difference (e.g. Bojko, 1985; Wallace & Hulten,
1985; Jones & Croft, 1989) or possession of extra
heterochromatin such as B chromosomes (Jones et at.,
1989) or heterochromatic knobs (Mogensen, 1977). It
would considerably strengthen the case for a direct
involvement of the SC in regulating recombination if a
correlation of SC length and chiasma frequency could
be clearly demonstrated in normal natural population
material, excluding the effects of sex difference or extra
heterochromatin.
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